ACCESSORIES

FLEXIBLE ANCHOR
PART #722-0277-040
316 SST STD

WEIGHT
PART #752-0280-04
316 SST STD

TERMINATIONS

0.312 DIA. PFA INSULATION

SEATED TIP
700-9100-063

ANCHORLESS TERM.
700-9100-058

ANCHOR CONNECTION
316 SST STD

INSECTED WT TERM
700-9100-059

INSERTION LENGTH (I.L.)

10" MAX (254)

3/4 NPT

GROUND (GREEN)

SHEET WIRE (CLIPPED BY CUSTOMER)
2 3/4 MAX. (70)

COAX

- TEMP RATING: 300° F
- PRESSURE RATING: 500 PSIG

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
INSULATORS
STANDARD: PFA

SPECIFICATIONS/DATA

NOTES:
1. CHEMICAL RESISTANCE EQUIVALENT TO TFE.

WETTED METAL
STANDARD: 316 SST
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COPYRIGHT 1999
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